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University transportation debate deadlocked
Negotiations fail
to produce
transit agreement
By Jennifer Johnson
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

A meeting held Tuesday about the
Transit Access Program negotiations produced few results and gave nothing new to
report Wednesday at an advisory meeting
in downtown San Jose.
Alfonso De Alba, TAP coordinator, said
the Tuesday meeting that transportation

officials asked for was unproductive. "We
are discussing a price tag on a product
and they have not shown us anything," De
Alba said.
Lucy Wurtz, transportation policy manager, stood in front of the Transportation
Agency Board and reiterated her data that
said Eco Pass was the way to go.
She said she wanted to continue TAP,
but that the agency needed to recover revenue lost by providing the current program at such a cheap rate.
De Alba said the agency’s Eco Pass is not
right for students. "It is hard to sell a program (to the students) that does not men-

tion students," he said.
"How can they compare students to
employees when employees have a more
disposable income," said James De La
Cruz, Associated Students controller.
Glen Evan, AS. environmental affairs
director, said he would like the two programs to co-exist, but it doesn’t look like
that is the direction negotiations are headed.
"We have to take this to the students,"
he said. "They vote in March. The increase
is about 122 percent and we aren’t in a
position to market it at the $40 price."
But Mike Rancer, Transportation

Agency budget manager, said the price is
too low.
"(Eco Pass) is $50 in Denver and $70 in
Santa Cruz. It is reflecting the fact that
(TAP) was already too low," Rancer said.
He said the vast majority was already riding transit and TA. lost over a half million
dollars from those riders by providing
TAP.
One student spoke on what she said was
the opinion of most of the students at
SJSU.
"Twenty dollars (each semester) is a 122
percent increase," said Fawn Bergman,
"and we won’t vote for it."

SIT BACK AND ENJOY THE WEATHER BUT GET READY FOR

A

De Alba said T.A. officials will have to
make a move in TAP’s direction.
"It says the quality of service available,
not what is fair and equitable for what students use," said De Alba.
"They said they don’t treat riders differently, but they have a youth and senior
pass," said Evan.
TAP ends this spring and time is running out to get a revised or new program
on the ballot for a March vote.
"I think (Transportation Agency officials) are dragging their feet so the program will miss the deadline for a vote and
(TAP) will default," De La Cruz said.
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SUNNY LEAP

ABOVE: In an attempt to brighten
an already sunny St. Valentine’s
Day, Brian Stafford, Luan Do and
Chau Tran (L-R) present passerby Jill Hart with a card and a piece
of candy.
LEFT: Enjoying the California sunshine in front of Tower Hall, Mike
McDonald and Don Manzano discuss possible activities for the rest
of their 14th day of February. In
most years, Wednesday would
have been the half-way point of the
PHOTOS BY
AARON St:0721

month. But because this is a leap
year, February 1996 has 29 days.
According to the New American
Desk Encyclopedia, the extra day is
added to correct discrepancies
between the calendar’s system of
days and the cycles of the sun our
Gregorian calendar is based on.
The Greeks, for instance, used a
lunar calendar that required the
addition of three months every eight
years. Considering that, adding only
one day every four years seems like
a decent accomplishment.
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A.S. exploring options to finance child care center construction
By Jeffrey Niese
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The Associated Students Child Care
Task Force met Wednesday morning to
discuss how to finance a new child care
center on campus.
Three task force subcommittees offered
three different options for replacing The
Frances Gulland Child Development
Center at 405 S. 10th St., which had originally been designed as a temporary facility
in 1972.
The first option is for the A.S. to take
out a loan to build a new center at the cor-

ner of Eighth and San Salvador streets,
where an SJSU employee parking lot is
now.
Jerry Simmons, director of student services, said the land on Eighth and San
Salvador streets would have to be bought
for $500,000 from the University
Foundation.
Meredith Moran, A.S. executive director, said, "We’re researching the type of
loan AS. can qualify for." Moran said A.S.
has about $641,000 to apply for a loan.
The money was generated from the 1993
student body vote to raise fees by $5
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The second option is for the AS. to create a partnership with the University
Foundation and the University Club,
Simmons said. This will result in tearing
down the University Club building next to
the parking lot on Eighth and San
Salvador streets. A new, larger facility
would be built to house the University
Club, University Foundation and child
care center, he said.
The third option is to assemble a less
expensive modular facility on the parking
lot at Eighth and San Salvador streets.
According to the (Mild Care Task Fort e.

the structure would have a life of about 50
years.
Simmons said a modular unit would
cost only about $1 nilIli it. compared to a
brand new perm ii
building, which
would cost about 33
Fr an(
Child
The
(Mlland
Developmen I center was meant to be
used for old, me year
that was 24 years
ago, Simmons said.
Moran said it’s not unusual for a project
to take this long.
"We’re trying to find the best was to provide child ( ate." Moran said

We’re researching the
type of loan A.S. can
qualify for.
A.S.

Meredith Moran
executive di, f, tor

Magic’s appeal

Women’s golf No.!

Alum body found

Yeager speaks

House Speaker Newt
Gingrich dismissed NBA
star Magic Johnson’s
appeal on behalf of the
HIV-infected solders, saying the basketball star
doesn’t understand the
realities of war

Slicing their way to victory
in the SMU/USC/Ohio
State Regional Challenge
Wednesday, the SJSU
women’s golf team
showed just why they
are the No. 1 team in
the nation.

Hieu Van Tran was
arraigned Tuesday on a
murder charge of the killing
of SJSU alum, William
Pak-Cheung Leung. The
body was found Tuesday
beside Burchell Road,
west of Gilroy.

SJSU political science
professor, Kenneth
Yeager, spoke to the
members of the SJSU
Campus Democrats
Club on Wednesday.
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OPINION

Thursday, February 15, 1996

San Jose State University

The problem is that students don’t take the responsibility to plan out classes ...

The Blame Game
By Francis Lidines
Jose State University students
San
complain about a lot of things. They
complain that it is hard to find parknig. They complain about higher fees and
fewer available classes. And they complain
that when they apply for graduation,
Admissions and Records claims they have
to take nine more units.
For the last situation, I believe
it is the students’ mistake. The
fact is, such an unpleasant stirprise could have been prevented
if a student had put forth
enough effort. Ideally, students
should see an adviser every
semester to see if they are on
track. But nobody takes the time
to do that. If people did, there wouldn’t
be anyone complaining how lousy advising
at SJSU is.
I believe the problem is that students
don’t take the responsibility to plan out
classes to take. We may change majors
three times, take several semesters off, or
take classes that seemingly fulfill requirements. So relying on a schedule of classes,
a course catalog and your own judgment
isn’t enough. Finding out from an adviser
makes things certain.
Advising is supposed to go like this:
Upon entry to the university, an adviser at
Admission and Records and or your major
adviser would have helped plan out GE
and major courses. Throughout the years
you keep in close contact with major advis-

ers to ensure things are going correctly. If
they can’t answer your question, they
should refer you to the experts in the
Assessment Center.
When you’re ready you apply for graduanon. An evaluator at the Assessment
Center checks off the classes, seeing everything is in order. You’re all set to graduate
and you start to think about how you’re

your work schedule or you’ve changed
majors three times. This is reality.
And that’s more reason to get advising.
"An evaluator is a highly trained person
who undergoes approximately a year of
training," said Andrews. Evaluators at
the Assessment Center verify what
classes are required and clearly
explain them to you. They won’t
take;

an unpleasant surprise.
Francis Ladines is a Spartan
Daily Staff Writer:

t vaiesyy.ouurwdehcaitsiotno.
INiLg on a schedule of classes a
A decision you can make
right now that would no
course catalog and your own
doubt benefit your existence, would be to see
enough.
a major adviser. Also
judgement isn’t
going to celebrate,
"I thought I cleared that!" is the other
reaction. The situation: three classes you
swear you had taken are left. Whether you
took the wrong class thinking it took care
of a requirement or didn’t think you even
had to take Food Toxicology (a science
GE), it’s an unpleasant surprise.
And it’s probably your fault.
"We encourage students to be right on
top of things, all of the time," said William
at
supervisor
evaluation
Andrews,
Admission and Records. "Most people
take more units than they really need."
It is difficult to take the exact classes in
the exact order they should be taken.
Especially when Touch SJSU won’t let you
register for a class, the class conflicts with

go
to
the
Assessment
Center to be
even more sure; you
can’t be too careful.
Otherwise, you’ll
take classes hoping
that in the end,
GE, major, and
minor requireare
ments
covered.
And when
you
apply
for
grad,
uation
you’ll risk getting’-

From the Heart

Tough times can help bring out inner strength and courage
downtown San Jose, two churches have burned
IIIup. but not down. Despite haying to rebuild, both
First Unitarian Church of San Jose and The
Church in San Jose have continued on strong with
support from the community.
With only four weeks to go on a second century
$3.2 million project to remodel the church, the First
Unitarian Church project appeared to be a white
wash as a fire on Oct. 16, started by a construction
accident, appeared to dampen all reconstruction
hopes.
The Church in San Jose, located on 11th and San
Fernando streets, also suffered a fire that started on
the third floor last Wednesday that left behind damages totaling near $80,000 to $100,000.
Church leader Daniel Yue said that the church,
which has been in San Jose for 15 years, is mostly
made up of Vietnemese professionals who gather
together and worship.
"We do not have any typical reaction," Yue said
about the fire. "Whatever happened ... happened."
But what happened to both of these churches
shouldn’t have happened, at least it would appear
that way.
In The Church in San Jose incident, a back door
leading into the third floor room with a stairway leading up to it was slightly ajar, according to the San Jose
Fire Department.

The Fire Department found 10 locations with
hydrocarbons.
Hydrocarbons
are any compounds containhydrogen
ing
carbon,
and
such as flammable gas.
The cause of
-011.1604
the fire is still
under investigation and may be
related to arson.
The First Unitarian Church fire occurred because
of an accident with the construction crew, when the
crew put heated tar on the roof and the weather got
too hot.
it could have been a lot worse," said First
Unitarian Church of San Jose office manager
Christine Turner. "It could have burned all the way
down.
"We have a joke around here, because we were trying to raise the roof in the project, that the church
burned up but not down."
The church has stood as a landmark in San Jose for
104 years, and was known for its social concerns for
alcoholics, gay and lesbian groups, refugees, and civil
rights issues.

EDDIE
ZACAPA

It’s important to remember
that obstacles and trials in
our lives can teach us
a lot and that we
have to perservere.
The Unitarian Sanitation Committee, which started
in 1865, launched the first San Jose Chapter of the
American Red Cross and also started the Visiting
Nurses Association there. Music groups that got their
beginning there include: The San Jose Chamber
Music Society, City Lights Theater Company, and the
San Jose Symphony.
Turner said that the church has received a lot of
donations and help from the community since the
fire. The church has received a hand from that community and concerned people and has grown
stronger and more united.
"We have had an increase in membership," Turner
said, "and an enormous outpouring of help and unity.
It has definitely brought our community and people

together.
"We have received help as the community has rallied around the church building, but we’re really the
church not the building."
Turner said that help is still needed to rebuild the
church. The church has an 11 a.m, service that is held
at the San Jose Athletic Club. A check can be sent to
the First Unitarian Church of San Jose Fire Fund, Box
638, San Jose, 95106.
The Church in San Jose can be reached at 2942899 and donations can be sent to 124 South llth St.,
San Jose, 95192.
It’s important to remember that obstacles and trials
in our lives can teach us a lot and that we have to persevere. With help from the community and friends we
are able to get through tough times. Both of these
churches have definitely done that through the years
and are doing it again.
Turner and Yue agreed that the reconstruction
time may help the members to cope with not only
rebuilding the church but rebuilding and improving
their own lives.
"Call me back in a couple of months when we get
things going again," Ytie said confidently. "Then you
will have something to write about"
Eddie Zacapa u a Spartan Daily Staff Columnist.
His column appears every Thursday.

Letters to the Editor
CSU can’t afford
remedial classes
I would like to express my point
of view regarding a report that
came out in the Spartan Daily
( Trustess slash retnedial education,
Jan. 26). The report stated that the
CSU Board of Trustees voted to
get rid of most of the remedial
courses within the CSU system.
According to the CSU system,
students coming into the universities should have a certain competency level in math and English.
However, many students are below
that level and therefore they must
take some remedial courses to get
up to the expected level.
The problem is that the CSU
campuses can no longer afford to
offer these classes, and therefore
are trying to eliminate remedial
classes from the CSU campuses.
Getting rid of most of the remedial courses is certainly not the
solution to the problems that the

universities are facing today. I
don’t see any sort of benefits coming out of irrational decisions like
these; however I do see many
problems for those students that
need those courses. What the
board members need to realize is
that the problem has not arisen in
the universities, but rather in our
grammar schools and our high
schools.
Students are not being taught
well at these institutions, and when
they come to the university they
must take remedial courses. How
can students succeed in the universities if they are not being prepared well? What makes the board
members think that by getting rid
of the remedial courses they’ll get
rid of the problem?
Has it ever occurred to the
Board of Trustees that maybe if
they pressured high school and
grammar school teachers to teach
their students well they wouldn’t
have to deal, with this problem? I
hope that the Board of Trustees

Raul Becerra
Aerospace Engineering

Students should
take the bus
The longer I live in this valley,
the more I hear people complain
about the air and the traffic. Along
with that, everyone who drives to
school does nothing but complain
about parking problems. There
are articles in the papers all the
time about these issues. Most of
the articles are complaints with no
solutions and no one wanting to
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can understand that by getting rid
of the remedial courses the problem will not be solved. The CSU
Board of Trustees members need
to understand that if they want to
solve this problem then they must
make sure that high school teachers do their job, which is to teach,
not baby-sit.
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do anything about it.
I am sick of hearing all the
whining and have no sympathy for
the boneheads who complain that
it took them 15 minutes to find a
parking spot (which was the same
time it took them to drive here).
The parking fees should be doubled in order to salvage our great
transit program that seems to be
in trouble.
For $18 a year the transit
pass that we get is probably the best deal
we will ever see
the rest of our
lives.
Of
course, very
few
take
advantage of
it. Everyone
has a different
excuse
for why they
cannot give up
their iron shell
and ride the bus. I
heard all the excuses,

and most are lame. Hardly anyone
even carpools to school. Everyone
expects the other person to do
something so they can have a parking spot.
While everyone is quick to complain, no one wants to do anything
about it. Don’t people realize that
we are not supposed to see the air
we breath? You would think a
problem of this magnitude alone
would be enough to pull together
educated people to do something
about
it.
Unfortunately, this is
not that case and I
guess this is the mess
people want our
children to inherit. I
tried doing my part
by not owning a car
for five years in
hope that things
would
improve.
Since it does not
seem like it will happen
anytime soon, it is time to
move out of this place as
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soon as I graduate.
Taking the bus is such a bonus
that not only saves money (money
spent on gas, parking fees, car
repairs, insurance, towing, replacing broken windows, etc.) but
allows time for homework, sleep,
meditation or for just staring out
the window. The ride also saves on
the stress one experiences when
driving to school, especially during
rush hour and when alone (which
most people are).
Like I said, it is time to get out. I
hope that whoever stays behind
will wise up one of these days or it
won’t be long before the streets
have the clean air dispensers that
can be found in Mexico City,
Lawrence Volpe
Environmental Studies
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Career Center
Resume critique. I 2130p.tn.2p.m. Student Union,
Almaden rniCall 929-6033.
Chinese Campus Fellowship
Bible study. 2:30p.m.-5p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
rm. Call 225-2224.
Delta Lambda Phi
"Centaur." 9p.m. Hamburger
Mary’s. Call 446-5203.
The Listening Hour
"Student Highlights," with
David Thomsen, piano. Sarah
G’ontales, clarinet. Rebekah
Ahrendt, cello. 12:30p.m.1:15p.m. Music Bldg., ( ’,intern
I tall. Call 924-4631.

TODAY
American Marketing
Association
Dinner with executives.
5:45p.m. Meet at Business
Classrooms, rm. 215.
Call 259-9425.
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Spring sorority rush.
7:30p.m. Student Union,
Multicultural rm.
Call 994-0420

National Press Photographers’
Association
Speaker, Pat Tehan of the
San Jose Mercury News.
7:30p.m. Dwight Bente’ Hall,
rm. 133. Call 924-324.5.

Asian American
Christian Fellowship
"Missions." 7:30p.m. Student
Union, Costanoan rm.
Call 286-6427.

Peer Education Program and
Condom Co-Op
Table for Campus Condom
Week. I I a.m.-2p.m. Student
Union, Call 924-6119.

Delta Lambda Phi
"Pride," barbecue. 4:30p.m.
Barbecue pit. Call 446-5203.

School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibit.
Ila.m.4p.m. Art Bldg.
Call 929-4330.

Delta Zeta
Movies at the new UA Theatre.
(women only, please) 6p.m.
Meet at Delta Zeta house, 148
S. llth St Call 292-6549.

Sigma Gamnsa Rho
Spring informational meetingp.m. Student Union, Music
Listening rm. Call 280-1504.

Gay, Lesbian Alliance
Weekly Meetings. 3:30psti.
MacQuarrie Hall, rm. 223.

Sigma Theta Psi
Rush event, ice cream
social. 5p.m. 574 S. Fourth St.
Call 29.2994.

Hispanic Business
Association
Meeting. Sp.rn-6p.m. Business
ClaSanorns, rm. 4.
Call 383.8.569.
Insprirvised Music Studies
liflurischi ’Workshop
Winishop. (one unit credit,
U. n is (men). 7p.tir..1n. Music Bldg., rn9. 186.
44675.
African Meanness Month
Mat till Utdrer Kingir. In
Morris Dailey
.

SJSU Annual Fund
eeting for the "Senior
Enhancernent7carn
Alumni
ii.A.ssodation (nett to UPI)),
fl 924-1136.

FRIDAY
teambodian Students
ociadon
Aellearwal for Ciunbodian New
Weals. 5pin. Strident Union,
,Oistincian rm. Cali 971-8005.

Ice Hockey at SJSU
Game. 8p.m. Ice Centre.
Call 280.-5140.
Indian Students Association
Meeting. I :30p.m.
Student Union, council
chambers. Call 926-4690.
Latter-day Saint Students
Association (LDSSA)
Friday Forum - "Indoor
Soccer." 12:30p.m. 66S.
Seventh St. Call 2663313.
M.E.Chat.
Meeting, 2p.m. Wahlquist
Ubrasy, third floor.
Call 246-2565.
Muslim Student
Association (MSA)
Friday prayers, "Salat-ul
Jurnmah." 1:15p.m.-2p.rn.
Student Union, Costanoan
rm. Call 448-8212.
Peer Education Program and
Condom Co-Op
Table for Campus
Week I la.m.- .m. Student
Union. Call 92 119.
School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits:
Raul Mayoral, photography.
,Marry Power, his metal
litulpture dant Patrick
bidden, painting Ceti Lu
jurey, painting. Suzy Mitchell,
.atixed media. Six various
artists, fiber/milts.
,91pan Art Bldg. Cali 9244330.
libuseses Resolute Center
,
y open support group.
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PEOPLE
Service ace, a nerd, and Newt versus Magic
Seles will serve up memoir
NEW YORK (AP) - Tennis star Monica Seles,
whose courtside stabbing by a crazed fan nearly
ended her career, will detail her comeback in a
memoir due out in June.
Nancy Ann Richardson, who has worked on
books with jockey Julie Krone and gymnastics
coach Bela Karolyi, will write the memoir with
Seles, Harper( ollins Publishers announced
Wednesday.
"I was flattered to be asked," the 22-year-old
Seles said, "and I hope the story will help other
people face and overcome obstacles in their lives."
Seles dropped out of tennis for more than a year
at
she was attacked in 1993 by a fan anxious to
see Steffi Graf become the world’s No. I player.

Even Stone was a pencil-neck
LOS ANGELES (Al") - Sharon Stone would
have us believe she was a nerd in high school.
"When I was IS I went to college half a day while
I went to high school, and I tutored algebra to
other kids in my high school. So I never got to be
on a peer level relationship with the kids I went to
school with," the big-screen femme fatale told TV’s
"Extra" in an interview for broadcast today.
"I was like, you know, that weird girl. I cannot
believe I did not know that I was a pretty girl. I was
so insecure and so intimidated and so introverted."
The 37-year-old actress also said she’s skipped
her high school reunions.
"I don’t get to be one of the gang at an event
like that. I feel like an ostrich in a trailer park. I’m
a little, you know, strange," Stone said.

And where is the Batman?
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Val Kilmer’s "Batman"
may not be forever.
Kilmer took over the Caped Crusader role from
Michael Keaton in the third "Batman" movie but
he doesn’t want to don ice skates apinst nemesis
Mr. Freeze in "Batman and Robin, Daily Variety
reported Wednesday.
Warner Bros. executives are trying to change
Kilmer’s mind, but contingency plans are already
in the works for a new Bruce Wayne with "ER" television star George (looney heading the Batlist,
Variety sources said.
"Batman and Robin," set to star Kilmer, Chris
O’Donnell, Alicia Silverstone as Batgirl and Uma
Thurman as villainess Poison Ivy, anchors the summer 1997 Warner Bros. schedule. Mr. Freeze hasn’t
been cast.
A Kilmer defection would be the second for the
film series. Keaton backed out unexpectedly in a
dispute over money plus a desire to be the focal
point of the movie.
Several sources told Variety there were scheduling conflicts with Kilmer, who is now expected back

in for Paramount’s "The Saint.," starting March 22.
Pre-production for "Batman and Robin" begins
in August, posing two problems for Warner Bros. if
it wants (looney. He’s due back for "ER" and he’s
expected to do "The Peaceniaker" for
DreamWorks after doing "One Fine Day" for Fox
2000.

Smith all vier gospel musk awards
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Michael W. Smith
will be hard to miss at the Gospel Music
Association Awards this spring. Not only is he host
of the ceremony on cable, but he was nominated
Wednesday in seven categories.
Smith, 38, is up for best artist, songwriter, song,
pop-contemporary song, contemporary gospel
song, pop-contemporary album and special event
album.
In the category of best male vocalist, however,
Gary Chapman, Steven Curtis Chapman, Clay
Crosse, Bryan Duncan and Larnelle Harris won’t
have Smith to contend with.
Margaret Becker, Amy Grant, Cindy Morgan,
Kathy Troccoli and CeCe Winans will vie for best
female vocalist.
Toby McKeehan, a member of the trio dc Talk,
has the most nominations, with four as a group
member, two for songwriting and two as a producer.
Gospel music industry figures vote for the
awards, which will be presented April 25.

Pavarotti to play the Motor City
DETROIT (AP) - The Detroit Opera House,
restored to the tune of $24 million, will feature
Luciano Pavarotti on opening night April 21.
The appearance, announced Tuesday by a
spokesman for the tenor, fulfills a promise
Pavarotti made in 1991.
Pavarotti, 60, last appeared in Detroit that year at
Joe Louis Arena.

Gingrich blocks Magic’s assist
SMYRNA, Ga. (AP) - House Speaker Newt
Gingrich on Wednesday dismissed NBA star Magic
Johnson’s appeal on behalf of HIV-infected soldiers, saying the basketball star doesn’t understand
the realities of war.
Johnson had written to Gingrich and Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, urging them to support
President Clinton’s decision to fight in Congress
and the courts against a new requirement to discharge military personnel with the AIDS virus.
Johnson asked Gingrich and Dole to support the
repeal on behalf of service members "who, like me,
just want to do their jobs and provide for their families."
But Gingrich said the risk was too great.
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Serbs reportedly holding Muslims as war criminals
NATO officials
have lost contact
with leaders
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP)
Bosnian Serbs who cut contact with the
NATO-led peace force to protest the extradition of two officers to a war crimes tribunal have reportedly detained three
Muslims on similar charges.
The Bosnian Serb news agency SRNA
said Wednesday the Muslims were
detained in Foca. south of Sarajevo, and
were being investigated by military authorities on suspicion of killing Serb civilians
during Bosnia’s war. No further details

were immediately available.
Putting another dent into already battered peace efforts, gunmen shot
Wednesday at a bus y onnecting Serb and
govermnent-held sectors of Sarajevo,
wounding the conductor and a passenger.
The shooting took place just hours after
the service resumed for the first time since
the war began. NATO officials said it
occurred in Sarajevo’s Strip section, a former frontline community, but it was
unclear whether the shot came from the
Serb or the government-held side.
The bus driver told Associated Press
Television that he drove straight to the
hospital when he saw the two were
injured. The bus was hit by four bullets as
it was traveling from government-held
Sarajevo toward Ilidza

The attack added another layer of tensions to days of bickering that began with
the arrests of two Serb war crimes suspects
and built with their extradition to the
Netherlands for questioning by the U.N.
war crimes tribunal.
NATO officials said Wednesday one of
their buildings in the Serb-held Sarajevo
suburb of !lid/a was hit by a rifle-propelled
grenade shortly after the two Serbs were
flown out Monday, but nobody was wounded.
The NATO officials said they haven’t
had top-level contacts with Bosnian Serb
military representatives for nearly a week.
"All but emergency communications
have been cut off" over the past six days,
said Lt. Col. Mark Rayner, a NATO
spokesman. "This unilateral boycott ...

guard from a Sarajevo jail Monday and
flown in an American NATO plane to the
Netherlands for further investigation into
war crimes charges first raised by the
Bosnian government.
Fearing possible retaliation, the NATOled peace force closed its liaison office in
the Bosnian Serb stronghold of Pale.
Bosnian army sources say Djukic is
senior enough to possibly provide evidence against Serbian President Slobodan
Milosesic, who is widely accused of instigating the war in Bosnia before forcing his
former Serb proteges in neighboring
Bosnia to accept a deal to end the fighting.
Milosevic is not among the 52 suspects
indicted so far for war crimes.

constitutes a serious violation of the
Dayton peace agreement."
The -Bosnian Serbs announced they
were breaking with NATO and the
Muslim-Croat federation after the Muslimled government arrested the two Serb officers suspected of war crimes Jan. 30.
The top Bosnian Serb leader, himself
indicted by the war crimes tribunal, called
the detentions of the two Serb officers a
clisface.
If the war is not over, we demand to be
clearly and loudly informed about it,"
Radovan Karadzic told the SRNA news
agency late Tuesday. He called the extraditions and continued detention of the two
"yet another international disgrace."
Gen. Djordje Djukic and Col. Aleksa
Krsmanovic were taken under NATO

Union members protest state construction plan
SAt "LAMENT()
(AP)
Thousands of union members rallied at the Capitol Wednesday to
protest Goy-. Pete Wilson’s plan to
save the government money by
lowering the pay of construction
workers performing state contracts.
About 8.000 workers and their
families crowded into Capitol Park
and lined Capitol Mall in a raucous protest of the Wilson administration proposal, which would
make California’s contracting policy for public projects conform with
the federal government and 47
other states.

Protestors include heavy equipment operators, ironworkers, electricians, construction workers and
carpenters from across the state.
Many chanted pro-union slogans
and carried placards denouncing
the Republican governor.
Union workers and their supporters say the Wilson proposal
would cut their pay by repealin&
the uniform "prevailing wage
standard currently used for contract wages and replacing it with a
wage pegged to a local or a regional average.
California,
Wisconsin
and
Minnesota use the prevailing wage
standard.

’’Our enemies have chosen to
demoralize us, to disenfranchise us
in their war on the prevailing
wage. Mr. Governor, California is
not Alabama. California is not a
state of the Old Confederacy,"
John Henning, head of the
California Labor Council, shouted
to the demonstrators.
"They wain to ruin our staiidard
of living," said protester James
Wilson, who came from Oakland
to participate. Carl Sanjines of
Sacramento, said he had had
"wives, a car and a sailboat ... and I
never could have done that without the benefit of the prevailing
wage."

Watsonville fire claims prize pigs
Dellamonica said.
"He was caring it around babying it. He wanted to keep it."
The fire began in an enclosed
patio between the house and the
barn, apparently an electrical
problem. Dellamonica said.
The house was spared, but the
barn and two other structures
bunted.
Forty-seven piglets and 12 to 14
adult pigs were killed in the fire at
last report. Dellamonica said.
The pigs are not "run of the
mill," he said. Many of them are
hand-raised for show.
Cost of the pigs start at $400
each, according to Dellamonica.
Neither the pigs nor the buildings were insured, he added.

More than 50 animals bum in spectacular blaze
WATSONVILLE (Al’) More
than 50 pigs, including newborn
piglets and hand-raised show animals, burned to death in a spectacular barn fire, officials said
Wednesday.
The towering flames from Doris
Wilson’s hog farm in Watsonyille,
where she raised more than 800
animals, could be seen up to 20
miles away in Santa Cruz and
Monterey.
It took about 40 firefighters and
25,000 gallons of water to quell
Tuesday’s blaze, which was still
smoldering in spots under the
cement in the breeding pens
Capt. Jim
Wednesday,
said
Dellamonica of the Pajaro Valley

Fire Depiu-unein.
crazy,"
was
pretty
"It
Dellamonica said. "Firefighters
fighting the fire and trying to corral the pigs.
They had babies in there, and
they were not in the mood to he
told where to go."
Some of the pigs were injured,
Dellamonica said.
"Three small ones were burnt
that the SPCA took. Firefighters
were falling in love with them."
One sow was giving birth to a litter of piglets during the fire, he
said.
A piglet caught fire, and firefighter Steve Brown caught the
animal and wrapped it in a towel.

Adam Sandler

State
Building
and
The
Construction Trades Council of
California, a sponsor of the rally,
said the administration’s recommendation would cut the $28,000
pre-tax pay of the average construction worker to about $22,500.
"The Wilson proposal would
abandon the living wage and
replace it with an artificially low
average of all wages in the region,"
the council said. Sacramento
Mayor Joe Serna Jr., a host of the
event, told demonstrators the proposal "limits your ability to earn a
living wage.
But the Wilson administration
said its plan more accurately

reflected cost-of-living and labor
costs in the areas where specific
projects are built, and noted that
more than 70 major organizations,
including the California Chamber
of Commerce and the California
State Association of Counties, support the changes.
"Common sense dictates that a
mean average in these cases would
be fairer and more reflective of the
to
an
market,"
according
Industrial Relation Department’s
analysis of the issue.
The governor’s staff also noted
that 92 percent of the prevailing
wages are set by only 25 percent of
the work force.

Sex video company
punished for shipment
One
LOS ANGELES (Al’)
of the nation’s largest distribufined
tors of sex videos was
$850,000 and ordered to perform 2,400 hours of community
service for shipping obscene
materials to Kentucky.
In a plea agreement, Mark
Curtis Carriere, 40, of Los
Angeles pledged to make a
$250,000 contribution to three
children’s charities, the Daily
News of Los Angeles reported
Wednesday.
During sentencing Friday in
Lexington, Ky., U.S. District
Judge John Heyburn rejected a
prosecutor’s argument that
Carriere should serve six
months in jail as set in his plea
agreement with the government.
"The judge said, that (the
plea agreement) not withstanding, abetter condition would be
probation and fines," Assistant
U.S. Attorney Haney Jones said
Tuesday.

"I argued before the court
that this man, this corporation,
would simply think that this
$850,000 would simply be a cost
of doing business," Jones said.
Carriere may be the nation’s
largest adult video distributor,
prosecutors said.
Attorney Arthur Schwartz,
who represents Carriere, said
the contribution to Kentucky
charities was made in part to
convince the court not to sentence his client to jail time.
"He was obviously hoping to
get someone’s attentive ear to
his plea to stay out of the stammer," Schwartz said. "Did he
give it to save his own neck? I
think that is probably true. But
the people who are getting it
don t know that. And they need
it."
Carriere had faced a possible
federal prison term ranging
from 43 months to 40 years for
the shipments.

Pork problem palliated
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Residents worried that a temporary pork shortage would put a
damper on Chinese New Year’s
dinners sharpened their carving
knives Wednesday after a major
meat supplier was allowed to
reopen.
Department of
The
U.S.
Agriculture had closed Avila Meat
Co. in Stanislaus County, which
supplies hogs to some Chinatown

stores. The closure threatened traditional meals, which include pork
in much the same way turkey is
prominent on tables during on
Thanksgiving.
On Monday, Chinese celebrate
the lunar new year, the Year of the
Rat.
"My shop is nice and full," said
butcher Todd Lee, owner of Hop
Sang and Co.
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Tee off at the "Happy Gilmore" and the "Planet Golf"

Office assistant / staff

June 6- 18,
3 transfer credits
in English or Biology,
$2295. All inclusive

No Min.
(mmn 3 months)

Contact Gloria Reid at

OHLONE COLLEGE
(510) 659-6222

Promotion / Publicity Directoi
Promote, market, and publicize exciting
A.S.P.B events

Concerts Director
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The Associated Students Program Board has positions available for...

Bring contemporary concerts
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For the second year in a row,
Intuit Inc. is warning customers of
errors in its popular tax-preparation software that could lead to
miscalculations on returns.
The company said Wednesday
that fewer than 1 percent of users
of TurboTax and MacInTax should
be affected by the bugs, which
have led to wrong entries in some
cases involving depreciation of
cars and real estate, self-employed
taxpayers and IRA contribuuons.
But Intuit is offering users help
in working around the flaws or
even free, new corrected versions
of the programs, said David
Goines, vice president and general
manager of Intuit’s personal tax
division.
all
The flaws seven in
showed up over the past two
months during testing that continued after shipment of the software,
he said.
The bugs appeared a year after
different flaws were found in the
same programs. But the new
glitches are less serious than last
year’s, said a publisher of a software industry newsletter. He also
said bugs are inevitable, particularly given the circumstances.
"They’re in a difficult situation.
Many other companies can let
product deadlines slide, but Intuit
is lashed to the filing deadline,"
said Bruce Brown, publisher of the
BugNet newsletter in Sumas,
Wash.
Intuit, based in Menlo Park,
Calif., is a leading maker of
money-management software for
personal computers. Its TurboTax,
for IBM-type personal computers,
and MacInTax for Macintosh
machines, are the best-selling taxpreparation programs.
The company discovered the
first error on Jan. 11 and the most
recent one on Feb. 2, Goines said.
After confirming the errors and
developing "workarounds" a
process talking five to 10 days
Intuit notified customers on its
World Wide Web site and induded
the information on the telephone
lines users can call for help.
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COPY 3 1/2
Mailbox Rental $5

Happy Gilmore

Second consecutive year
of bugs in tax software

Study Abroad

93 E. Santa Clara St.

JOBS

Intuit
blunders
again

Visual Arts
Organize the Annual SJSU Visual Artists
Film and Video Festival

Multicultural/ Performing Arts
Bring multicultural / performing arts events,
dance, and theater

Special Events
Homecoming, InternatIonal Food

Boom

Forums Director
Bring speakers and organize panel
discussions
The A.S.P.B. Is responsible for
the presentation of cultural, educational
artistic and entertainment programs and
events for the SJSU campus and community.

Air
ate l’il/I‘ iCy Iho Pod of I On tt.try
in the A S office .11 h. lop flow 0111,,’ Student
Linton Budding

For more Information call

924-6240 or 924-6260

CHEAT
You just kissed a guy. A guy who is not your
boyfriend. You feel guilty. And confused. You call
your sister for advice. She says four simple words:
"No French, no foul." You suddenly feel better.
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Golf team captures fourth straight win
Team members Vibeke
Cecelia
and
Stensrud
AlzeliusAlm each shot a
three under par 68 as the
Spartans captured the tournament. Both women’s
scores broke course records.
The Spartans, who have
won four consecutive tournaments since the start of
the 95-96 Season, posted a
final round team score of
five under par, shooting 279

Spartans
still No. I

Results
1.4 Feb. 14

Spartan Daily Staff Report
Slicing its was to victory in
the SMU USC,, Ohio State
Regional Challenge Golf
Tournament
Wednesday,
the SJSU women’s golf team
showed why it is the No.1
team in the nation.

Baseball
Spartans (4-4) coast past
Saint Mar is University, 101, on Wednesday.

SiSU golfer
Nooks Stenstua

and finishing with an 878
total on the par 71 Palos
Verdes Golf Club course,
’the Spartans Janice Moodie
finished with a score of 70 in
the final round and Karen
Juul shot a 73.
"The goal we set (at
breakfast) for today was to
shoot tinder par as a team,"
SIM: coach Mark Gale said,
"We putted much better
today. The greens were very

small, hard and fast."
leader
UCLA,
the
through the first two
rounds, shot a final round
290 and finished second
with an 885 team score. No
other team broke 900. Tulsa
was third at 920, followed by
Arizona State at 924 and
Stanford at 931 to round
out the top five teams in the
I5-team field.
Stensrud finished at even

par 213 to capture top honors for the fourth straight
tournament this season and
become the first Spartan
golfer to win four consecutive golf tournaments.
She achieved her win by
saving par on the 18-hole
with a 5-foot putt after a
sand trap escape for 68. Her
round included four birdies
and a boy.
UCLA s Jenny Park, who

led the through the first two
rounds, was second at 214.
Stanford’s Mhairi McKay
was third at 218. AfzcliusAlm, Moodie and Juul all
finished in the top-10.
*With the scores we shot,
it leaves no doubt who has
the strongest team at this
point. These four people
Afzelius-Alm,
(Stensrud,
Moodie and Juul) can flat
out play golf," Gale said.

MRS the
SMO/USC/Ohto
State Regona
Challenge gle
In. No I poet
I the country

Catching the lines

See story on top at page 6

Women’s Golf
The Spartans, who are
ranked No. 1 in the
country, came from
behind to beat UCLA in
the SMU/USC/Ohlo State
Regional Challenge.

Spartans set
sights on Aggies
By Lindy Boisvert
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
After qualifying for the ACHA
National Tournament for the
second year in a row, the SJSU
men’s ice hockey team is confident it can defeat the UC Davis
Aggies Friday night.
The Aggies play in Division 2
and the Spartans are in Division
1.
Head coach Mike Glasow said
he is certain they will do well.
"The game shouldn’t be that
hard," Glasow said. "We should
be able to handle them."
They will have to face off
against the Aggies without the
aid of hockey club president
and team goalie, Mike Bruins.
He suffered a knee injury earlier
in the season and will have to
spend the remainder of the season, including nationals, off the
ice.
Playing the goalie position
are freshmen Chris Scott and
Chris Heatiunan.
"They are doing well,"
Glasow said. "We are fortunate
to have them."
Bruins is still available for
moral support for the team. He
attends games and said he
shares in the excitement of their
success in getting to the nationals.
"Everyone is pumped right
now," Bruins said. "The energy

Schedule
firr Feb 12-18

Basketball
Pacific at SJSU.
Friday, 7:30 p.m., at the
Event Center.
Baseball
SJSU vs Cal Poly on
Friday, 2 p.m.. at
Moraga. Calif.
Men’s Tennis
Spartans against
Northern Arizona on
Saturday at Spartan
Courts, 11 a.m.
Softball
SJSU against
Saint Mary’s,
Moraga, Calif.
Wednesday, lp.m.
Women’s Golf
SJSU is in the SMU-USCOhio, Feb. 12-14,
Palos Verdes. CA
Men’s Gymnastics
California Berkeley at
SJSU, Friday, 7:30 p.m.,
Spartan Gym.

level is high in the locker room."
Bruins said that he is also sure
of a victory on Friday.
Bruins said that the team
should be able to defeat the
Aggies without much trouble.
"I think we are going to beat
them. Davis has never been a
strong team. They’re a young
team. It’s hard to recruit to
Davis because, well, it’s Davis.
"What they lack in skill they
make up for in heart. They play
a tough game. That’s one thing
I respect about Davis," he said.
The Spartans ACHA record is
13-2.
"We expect to win the whole
thing," Bruins said. "We didn’t
have the team last year that we
have this year. We feel we’re the
best in our region."
Bruins said that the team has
many more quality players this
year than it did last year.
"We had only two lines that
were good last year and we have
three this year," Bruins said.
"It’s the team’s second year in
the nationals. It’s going to be
tough. Fifth year as a program
and the second year qualifying
for nationals," Bruins said.
"Every time we go, we learn a
lot. We can beat a lot of the
teams."
The Spartans play CC Davis
Friday night at 8 p.m. af the San
Jose ICE CENTRE

Women’s Gymnastics
C.S. Sacramento at
SJSU. Friday, 7:30 p.m..
Spartan Gym.

Spartans coast to win

Hockey
UC Davis at SJSU.
Friday, 8 p.m.,
ICE CENTRE.

A 10-1 score might suggest a
football game took place, but in
fact this score was produced by
the Spartan baseball team when
beat
Saint
Mary’s
they
Wednesday before 135 fans in
Moraga, Calif.
Spartan pitcher Israel Long
(1-0) pitched a complete game
striking out five batters and only
giving up one unearned run in
the game.
Designated hitter Robert
Berns led the way in the victory
as he cracked out two hits in
three trips to the plate including
a double and a triple, while scoring three times.

Designated hitter leads the way to victory

Briefs
The SJSU men’s gymnastics team is ranked 17th in
the nation by the Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation.
The Spartans are also
ranked fourth in the western
region.
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SJSU’s Michelle Matro chases down a shot during her match against University of Oregon on
Friday, February 2 at the Spartan Courts. The women’s tennis team (1-2) will face Southern Utah
at Spartan Courts on Monday.

Ryan Johnson tallied two hits
in the afternoon, knocking
home two RBIs and scoring
twice.
For the Gaels, Jeremy Fuller
and Olin Cohan both smacked
out a double each, and pitcher
Dan Len hart (0-2) got the loss.
SJSU capitalized on six Gael
errors in the game and tallied
up four unearned runs in the
ninth inning.
The win brings the Spartans
up to SOO at 4-4.

The Spartans faze Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo on Saturday at Muni
Stadium al 2 p.m.
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Gretzky’s days with Kings appear numbered
DETROIT
(AP)- Wayne
Gretzky’s days with the Los
Angeles Kings appear to be numbered. But where is he going?
An NHL source said Wednesday
he thinks the Kings will deal the
Great One before the March 20
trading deadline.
"I do believe he will go," said
the source, who asked not to be
identified. ’It’s a deal that needs to
be made."
However, Gretzky’s agent said a
trade wasn’t imminent. While
Gretzky was in Buffalo on
Wednesday, agent Mike Barnet
was traveling to Toronto.

"If something was going on, I
would be going to Buffalo,"
Barnett said.
Gretzky, who will become a free
agent after this season, was
scratched from Wednesday night’s
game against the Sabres with a hip
pointer. The injury occurred in
Tuesday’s 9-4 loss to Detroit.
Meanwhile, the Gretzky trade
rumors continued.
The New York Rangers and St.
Louis Blues have already expressed
interest in the NHL’s career scoring leader. Other teams reportedly
in the hunt are the Chicago
Blackhawlcs, Anaheim Mighty

Ducks, Philadelphia Flyers and
Toronto Maple Leafs.
In New York, Greuky’s possible
trade to the Rangers made headlines Wednesday.
"Gretzky-to-Rangers Talk May
Not Be Just Rumors," The New
York Times said.
"Will N.Y. Be Wayne’s World?"
asked the New York Post.
Playing in New York would offer
Gretzky a high-profile market and
a chance to play for a Stanley Cup
contender that includes former
Edmonton
teammates Mark
Messier and Kevin Lowe. The
Rangers also are one of the few

with enough money and
trade bait to lure Gretzky.
But the team wasn’t commenting Wednesday on a possible
exchange that would send center
Ray Ferraro and left wing Luc
Robitaille to Los Angeles.
"Right now, Wayne Gretzky is
still the property of the Los
Angeles Kings, so we have nothing
to say," Rangers spokesman Rob
Koch said.
And what about the other teams
reportedly interested in Gretzky?
Gretzky, 35, says he wants to play
for a contender, which should
eliminate lowly Anaheim.
teams

Philadelphia has the money and
is a top team, but Gretzky reportedly doesn’t get along with Flyers
star Eric Lindros.
That leaves Central Division
rivals Chicago, Toronto and St.
Louis, which are all jockeying for
playoff positions in the Western
Conference.
The Blackhawks apparently are
willin to trade scoring star Jeremy
Roenick, who recently got into a
dispute with Chicago general manager Bob Pulford.
The Blues would probably offer
a multi-player package for Gretzky,
who would team with Brett Hull.
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CAMPUS CLUBS
JAPANESE MARTIAL ARTSA unique
introductory course in Naginata&
Vend . Tue. &Thur. 7-9pm. SPX 89.

A.S. PROGRAM BOARD
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
POSITIONS AVAILABLE!
Elem. school-age recreation wog.,
Interested in arts/ent. for SJSU? P/T from 2.6pm, M-F during the
2 BERM APARTMENT - SI300/1110.
Accepting applications for office school year, turns into F/T (or P/T)
Security type building
staff & director positions. Apply during sum, camp prog. %Int. sal.
at A.S. Office, Student Union, Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
* Secure Parking
Close In
Room 360. Ph. 924-6240.
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not avait
Modem Building
school year? Call for summer em.
Laundry Room
SABA INSTRUCTORS/SUSWER 96 ployment-lifeguards,camp leaders).
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. WSI, CPR, FA, LG req. Please
(408) 295-6893.
send resume & cert. to: West BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Coast Aquatics / Attn: JFN
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flexible
LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 214 baths PO Bo 110007, Campbell, 95011.
hours. Serving Downtown SanJosa
apartment. 2 blocks from school.
Inner City Express. Apply in person.
$825/mo. Secured underground CHILDCARE& Lite Housekeeping 22 West Saint John, San Jose,
parking is available. Will not last! 25 hrs/week afternoons. Can
Call 3781409.
live-in my Los Gatos home. Must WOFIK P/T WITH DONNED ADULTS

P/T CAR PREP/DRIVER

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now

a least 18 (with college credits)
and possess a good driving
record. Please apply in person
With your DMV printout at:
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
1350 N. First Street (LeBaron Hotel)
San Jose, California
(408) 452-1100.

COCHRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professional
Association of Resume Writers,
Reasonable Rates.
(408) 356-6782.

You will keep our cars shipshape accepting students who wish to
washing, i.ecuuming, checling fluids excel in playing guitar or bass. All
and driving. Positions are now levels welcome: Beginning.
available at our San Jose Airport Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
location. We offer flexible sched- any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
ules in a fast -paced, friendly Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
environment. Candidates must be Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.

Chinese & other langs. spoken.

has a BRAND NEW ground floor Foreigners welcome! Call today
money making opportunity!!! for free phone consultation:
Don’t miss this! 1-800-656-6732. (415) 525-0505...sek for Data

Print your ad here.
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FOR SALE
NOT AN UNFRIENDLY COMPUTER

Olympia Startype Typewriter
New born baby condition!
Uses letter uqality whisperdisc
printwheels. 40 character display.
12000 character storage
even when unplugged by MTV.

500 character multiline correction
with no mess tape.
Heavy-duty, GE washer tough.
Can be Interfaced to a computer.
Extras included. A total giveaway
at $400 o.b.o. Call Christopher
3,510-226-7800 x 235.

MMO
WANTED 100 STUDENTS.

Lose 8-100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough. float 15 lbs. in 3

weeks. R.N. assisted program.
Guaranteed results. $35.00 cost.
Free gift. 1800866-0841.

HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
Ilve-ln companion. Call after 4pm.

3703604.
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for egg donation. Desperate
Asian couples need your help IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
conceive. Can you help? Assistance with Visas and Green
Ages 21-30, healthy and Cards. Reasonable Rates. Call
responsible. Generous stipend Tamara Daney 415-267-7267.
and expenses paid. Please call
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.

to

HEALTH & BEAUTY

$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our curculars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up or using chemicals. Let us permato $2,0004./month. World travel. nently remove your unwanted hair.
Seasonal 8, full-time positions. No Back - Chest- Lip- Bikini Chin
exp necessary. For info. call Tummy etc. Students & faculty
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60413.
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Hair Today Gone TOMCYTOVI, 621 E.
Cam
pbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
Certain advertisements In
(408) 379-3500.
these carats may refer the
reader to specific telephone
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
numbers or addr
for
Electrolysis is the answer!!
additional information.
I remove hair from any where
Classified readers should be
on your body, from facial hair to
reminded that, when neldng
bikini area. Call for appointment.
these further contacts, they
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
should require complete
1190 Uncoln, San Jose, 993-9093.
information before sending
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
money for goods or servkes.
All Students Receive 20%Discount.
In addition, readers should
cwefully Investigate all fkme
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
offering employment listings
Unwanted hair removed forever.
acoupons for discount
Specialist. Confidential.
vacations or merchandise.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

SERVICES

SCHOLARSHIPS

CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
1-900.822-COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70- min. (9-min max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE CORLINE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Phil 4086838723.

FREE MONEY For Your Education!

Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Cali
Scholarship Resource Services

408-261-8676.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?

We can help. Private money.
No pay back. For deta Is. call
or 510-471-8667

510-632-0835

Name

Ms Address
Days
Iv code
$13 Cal, S Sdile
3 linos
$14
411n..
RIone
$15
$11
5 knee
$9
$16
$12
$10
linos
$e
Send check or money order to
$1 for each additional line.
Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the 111th day, net. inereases by $1 par day. Si Jose State University
San Jaw, CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additions words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
III Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
MI All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (404) 924-3277
One
Day
$5
$5
$7

Two
Days
$7
$8

Three
Days
$9
$10

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Please check /
one classification:
Rer!a
_,,arrpus
Greek Messages. _Shared Housing*
_Real Estate
_Events.
_Announcements. _Services.
_Lost and Found’ _Health/Beauty*
_Sportsrhnlis
_Volunteers*
_insurance
_For Sale.
_Autos For Sale. _Entertainment.
_Travel
_Computers Etc
_Tutonng
_Wanted*
_Word Processing
_Employment
_ Scholarships
_Opportunities

available for these classitications.$5.00 for a3 lino ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
Lost 8, Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

Special student rates
*-

408-924-3277
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Ad Rohm 3-le le minimum

REAL ESTATE
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tex,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800439E49778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

..ATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL
.FOR N

uLin00000mELIEThil

E

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants & Scholarsn as A, aHabiel
Call 1-800-400-0209

WORD PROCESSING
CALL MARCIA 266-9448

Theses, term papers, group
projects. resumes, mini ornicro

cassette transcnpticri. All formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-264-4504.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED

Word Processing Service/Fax Professional Word Processing!
Editing/Format Specialist for
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing &
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes Group Projects. Resumes, Letters.
APA Tomblin MLA
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
Jobs filled on a first come basis. statements, proposals, reports, Grammar, Sentence Structure HP Laser IL All formats, spedalizirg
call 408249-8446.
etc. For more info, please call Nursing/Soc.Wrk/English/History in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554. International Students Welcome grammatical editing. Free disk
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
Close to SJSU Campus.
storage. All work guaranteed!

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

I

$1.000 STUDENT SCHOLAR:50D EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
$1,000 scholarships arid various Science & English papers/theses
awards sponsored by Packaging our specialty. Laser printing. Free
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
spell check and storage. APA.
elgibility. Scholarships available for Turabian and other formats.
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates Resumes, editing, graphics
receive 5 or more job offers.
and other services available.
Starting salaries from $30k+.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
cal Paul cr Virginia 408.251-0449.
Marcondes, Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/924.3210,
THE PERFECT PAPER
IS 207 or COB 200.
’Resumes
’ Research Papers
’ Manuscripts, etc.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants and Worked with SJSU Students &
scholarships is now available. All Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
students are eligible regardless of Turnaround. 10 mnutes from SJS4.1.
grades, income. or parent’s income. All work guaranteed. Call Jane

BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS! HIRING WRMNO HELP. Fast professional
NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
earning $10 hr. to $400/week. Essays, letters, application

$.13 WE PAY TOP CASH SS

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

FAX: 924-3282

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call Let us help. Call Student Financial from 8am-6pm 4)51408)937-0373.
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
college teacher) assists with F60413.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing

have refs. & dean DMV. 356-9089. evenings & weekends in their own TROPICAL BEACH RESORT JOBS
homes. S7.21/hr. Call Greater Luxurious hotels are now hiring
P/T BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL Opportunities at 248-4464. Live-in seasonal positions. Lifeguards,
position for Contracting Co. in also available.
food service, housekeepers.
Campbell. Flexible hours.Call
host/hostess, & front desk staff.
408-369-1898.
COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" UST Call Resort Employment Services
_Register for class _Roommate 1-206-971-3600 ext. R60411.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
_Place to love _Student ban _Buy
FT/PT positions with infants, books ....FIND A JOBII. _Strike
An ATTENTION US
toddlers, preschool & school age. up a conversation with that nice Mega Memory’s Kevin Trudeau

ROOM FOR RENT - 1:4400/M0
GREEK MESSAGES incl. util. No smoking/drugs. Full
pox. W/D. 4 bdrm/3 bath. Pool. ’,eat advancement and growth looking person I met at registration.
CONGRAllAATIONSI MARNE EU& So. S.J. / Hey. M. Kris - 226-5164. opportunity. Good benefits. Immed.
"We can’t help you with everyon your initiation into Alpha
openings. ECE + exper. preferred. thing but we may be able to help
Omicron Pi Sorority! Love HS.I.
VALLEY FAIR Close to 280/880. Call Action Day Nurseries. you with a job.
Deluxe, huge apt, own room +
408.996.1437.
Would you like a position that
bath. Fireplace, deck, full kitchen.
will compliment your class schedule?
Mature individual. $485. + dep. +
S40,000/YR INCOME
Positions available throgghout San
MAUI
1/2 utilities, Peter 408/246-2790. potential. Home Typists/PC Jose, Sala Pas, Fremont &Milpitas.
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
users. Toll Free 1-800-898VANGUARD
State Hayward’s Bangkok sum- 8350/MO 1/4 URI- First & last. 9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
SECURITY SERVICES
mer Quarter / discover Thailand Camden/Hey 85. Rill house access
Apply M-F 8am-5pm.
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic Quiet, peaceful home. 265-6836.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
3212 Scott Bed. Santa Clara
credit. June 17 to August 6.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
carer Scott/San Tomas.
Info: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538.
ROOM FOR RENT near Alameda
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
& Taylor. Young male, non-smokToo many benefits to list!
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SLICK?
er, no drugs, to share house with Day, Swing, Grave Shifts. F/T & P/T. Our 129 year-old publishing comSPORTS/THRILLS three males, two disabled. $200 Call or 88p1y in person Mai-Sun 7-7. pany, Southwestern, is looking to
per month, equal share utilities, 408-286.5880.5550 Meridian he. select 8-10 students from SJSU
CONCRETE JUNGLE Self-Defense plus 10 hours a week assisting
barn. San Cabs and Parknoy,
to work in our summer program.
Black Belt/Bodyguard instructors. disabled. References required.
tehird tie Cad and Party Store.
Average profit from summer work:
C...Fd Best coursed its kra. Starts Call Carl 275.8484.
$5,766. For interview information
Feb. 20th. 408257.2042.
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR. call (408) 241-9903.
FT & PT positions avail, in busy
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
EMPLOYMENT
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
BRAND NEW!!!
There is nothing compared to
avail. Flex. hrs. $7./hr to start. Apply VISION 21- An AWESOME new
the exhilaration experienced by
HOUSE CLEANING PART-TIME n person. 1314 So. May Am. Swie. Tele-Communications Co. wants
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated Flexible, 1 block from campus.
motivated individuals for an
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
408-298-9669.
PERSONNEL/PAYROLL CLERK INCREDIBLE ground floor opportuSJSU student owned & operated.
To assist in busy start-up H.R. nity. Immediate & residual income
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
JOBS JOBS JOBS
office. Must have 1-2 years exp. in potential. 1-800-656-6732.
1-510-634-7575.
Borg-Warner Protective Service personnel/payroll duties. Flexible,
REXIBLE HOURS
part-time. $10.512 per hr. Stixlent COCKTAIL WAITRESSES NEEDED
FT/PT/Weekends only
Union at SJSU. Contact Bob HLyynh, for new classy Asian Nightclub.
(408)924-6378 or 924-6310.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
8749
Excellent tips. Weekend / evening
Unarmed security officers
shifts. Call James at 729-7829,
MST FUN:RAISER Raise $500 in 5
Prestigious client sites
CAPAPUS WORK STUDY, CLERICAL
da/s-Greds, (lam Clts, motivated
Medical Benefits
$5.43 hr, 7-14 hrs/wk. 924-4590.
S EARN EXTRA CASH $
indmduals. Fast, easy- No financial
Training/Uniforms provided
Beethoven Center, WLN 318.
up to $120/week!
obligation 1-800862.1980 ext.3a
Military experience a plus
Become a Sperm Donor.
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE CERTIFIED AEROBICS Instructors Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
1-800-385-9419
wanted to teach aerobics classes Univ. Student s/Grad s/Facutty
Only $57.00 per year.
or apply in person
for Associated Students Campus Contact California Cryobank
591W. Hamilton@ San Tomas Exo Recreation on SJSU campus. Call 415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.
Save 3096- 60%
Campbell. CA (408)378.9760
on your dental needs.
Jodi at 924-6217.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
eoe/m/f/d/v dngfree workplace.
SALES, INSIDE, PT. For students
OFFICE ASST. 1-5pm Mon-Frl. with great voices, good commune.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN Dwntn SJ. Law Office. Resurnes to: cation and the desire to make money.
and rewarding job? Become a 1685 Branham 4273, SJ, 95118. Sue 995-5905. Hiring now!
INSURANCE
teacher or a subsitute for our
TELEMARKETING
school -age day care program. YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
AUTO INSURANCE
These are great positions for FT/PT School-age childcare (6+ ECE) Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Campus Insurance Service
Flexible
hours, open 9am to 9prn
Looking
2-6
flex.
students. Most teacher positions preferred. M-F,
Special Student Programs
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute for fun creative people who are 7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Near Light Rail. Transit.
positions are perfect for those willing to make a difference.
"Great Rates for Good DrNers"
Call Today. Work Tomorrow.
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" who have only one or two after- Summer opportunity also availMEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
noons available. Units in ECE, able (childcare, camp, aquatics).
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
408-4940200
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car" Rec, Psy, Soc. or Ed are required. For more information, call Marie Downtown
408.3642700
Campbell
Please call Small World Schools at 408-370.1877.
CALI. TODAY 296-5270
available.
positions
also
Office
ext.
21.
408-379-3200
at
FREE QUOTE
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
NO HASSLE
INCOME
salary
+
5,000/YR.
$25.00/hr
$3
tips.
Earn
to
GREAT PAY, FLEXIBLE HOURS.
NO OBLIGA11ONAI
10 to 40 hours per week Counters Students needed in the immediate potential. Reading books. Toll
so open Saturdays 9-2.
& drivers needed. Got a sense aria Fdl-time/part-time openings. Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. Rof humor? If so, come on down. Call today 1-415-968-9933. 2236 for details.
COMPUTERS ETC. Pima A GoGo 117 E. San Carlos. International Bartenders School.

’For Old/Used Computer
Memory & CPU’s.
’We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

After failing to score against
Detroit and suffering a hip pointer, Gretzky summed up his frustrated feeling.
"It (the hip) is not as sore as my
ego," he said.

Phone: 924-3277

FOR RENT

MN THE CELTIC HERfTAGE CU,.
Eryoy earning about Irish, Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
SHARED HOUSING
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and $350/1410 1/2 um. NO DEP.
culture. For more information, Female 20-25 yrs. Capitol Expiry.
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.
& Senter. Call 629-4439.

Gretzky leads the Kings in scoring with 77 points, but isn’t happy
playing for a mediocre team that is
mired in ninth place in the
Western Conference, one spot out
of the playoffs.
"Their team is really struggling,"
Detroit’s Steve Yzerman said.
"They don’t have a lot of enthusi-

NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
’Resumes ’Term Papers
Letters ’Tape Transcriptions
20 years experience.
Low Rates!
408/297-3341.

Worry free, dependable and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247-2681 (8am-8prn).
in

ADVERTISE

The Spartan Daily
Classifieds!

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answers will appear in Ow next

ACROSS
1 Air-rifle ammo
4 Twisty-horned
antelope

9 Strongman of
myth
14 (Doh and 15 Plains dwelling
16 "Beauty and
the
17 Health-food
item
19 Literary work
20 English
princess
21 Safe places
23 Knitter’s need
24 Swoon
26 Threshold
29 Diminishes
31 Tic-tac- 32 Provide with
furnishings

36 Reason
38 Leaped
39 Burn without
flame
41 It makes waste,
42 Undaunted
43 Hall-of-Famer
Mel 44 Full
47 Uprising
49 Lasso end
50 Seed
containers
54 Temper
56 Artist’s stand
57 Ruckus

59 Spotted
flower
Slacken off
Language
peculiarity
Wing of a
building
65 Yearned
66 Large showy

62
63
64

/lower
67 Beam

MOM DRUMM UMW
M000 MORRO 0000
IONOMINAUBUO MAN
MOUUDOOM
UOUMM
MUM=
MUM
MOMORMO MOO
BOUIA 0012000 NOW
MOOD MIAMI OCIEN
DOM MUM@ UM=
MOM ONGIUMWO
IMMO
MOON
GIUMMUOW
MOWN
IMMO OMUMOMUMM
MOM MOW ODOM
1110MIA MON00 MEMO
eii99fUrideclFerdureSrockede

DOWN

1 Lewd
2 Brazilian
city
3 Clip (a sheep)
4 Singer James
5 Table part
6 Zoo animal

7 Bolder

8 Call for
9 Cain’s brother
10 Ouizzes

11
12
13
18

Lack of energy
Quiet - mouse
Animals home
Columnist

Landers
22 Rocky
Mountain tribe
24 Celebration
25 Made a hole
in one
27 Forfeits
28 Smirks
29 Less polite
30 Twenty

32 Detest
33 Raccoon’s
cousin
34 Janitor
35 Toronto’s prov
37 Every one
39 Catches

40
42
45
46
48
50
51
52

sight of
Matching sock
Keys locale

Finale
Lyrical
Flavor
Buddy
Willow

Perry Masons

gal Friday
53 Cunningly
55 Want

56 Columnist
Bombedk
57 Catch forty

winks

58 Kimono sash
60 Card -player’s
cry
61 Very long time

MEM EMMA" MEM
MEM MOM UM=
EMMUMMINIffi UM.
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MEM
MIMI HEM= MUM
UMMINIMM MEM
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Political science instructor discusses campaign

Candidate Yeager addresses Democrat club
By William Jeske
Spartan Deny Staff Writer

As David Perzinski listens, Democratic Assemblyman candidate,
Kenneth Yeager. speaks to the Campus Democrats Club in the

SJSU political science instructor
Kenneth Yeager spoke to eight
members of the SJSU Campus
Democrats Club at a meeting at 4
p.m. Wednesday about his campaign to run for the 23rd district
assembly.
The 43-year-old Ph.D Stanford
graduate was preceded by political
and club president
science ma
Darren Deffner. and flanked by a
pair of tripods with Ken Yeager
posters proclaiming he’s "the
smart choice."
"Just one person can make a
huge difference," Deffner said of
Yeager’s intentions for running.
He continued to present meeting
agenda items such as a name-goround to introduce attendees to
each other and spoke briefly about
the campaign ahead.
Yeager spoke for 15 minutes in
the Student Union’s Pacheco
Room. "It’s just criminal how the
higher Ed(ucation) funds have
been slashed so much. All of you
(the student body) have to work
longer hours. Your graduations
are delayed because of the actions
in Sacramento.
"I want to be a voice for stu"The
Yeager
said.
dents,"
PH010 BY CHRIS SIMESCI: - SPARTAN DAILY Republicans have taken over and I
think some of the worst bills are
Student Union on Wednesday. In his speech Yeager stated his posibeing passed. (The Republicans)
tion on issues concerning students such as freezing tuition levels.
are anti-minority, anti -woman,

SJSU graduate found dead
Possession of victim’s credit cards leads police to arraign roommate
By Shane Lewis
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Seven months atter receiving his Mastet’s
Degree in computer engineering from SJSU,
William Pak-Cheung Leung’s body was found
Tuesday beside Burchell Road, west of Gilroy,
partially covered by a sleeping bag.
Leung’s roommate, Hieu Van Tran, was
arraigned Tuesday on a murder charge, after several of the victim’s credit cards were found in
Trans possession. He is also charged with possession of stolen property:, false impersonation and
theft.
Daniel Keehn, SISU professor of computer
engineering. said he remembers having 1A-ung as
a student in several of his classes.
"He was a good student," Keehn said. "He was
a pleasant person to talk to."
Leung had been beaten with a blunt instrument and then shot.
San Jose Police Lt. Craig Buckhout said a gun
was found by investigators but has not yet been
identified as the murder weapon.

Lew!, I cittig, William Leung’s brother, had
Med a missing persons report on Feb. 6. William
had heen missing for three days after he left
work from his job at Multimedia Inc. in Santa
Clara.
The only previous clue to Leung’s fate was the
bloody crime scene found by police on Feb. 8 at
his home on 1669 Parkside Ave. At that time, no
body had been found.
According to Buckhout, the condition of the
crime scene with its "large amount of blood" led
police to believe Leung had been murdered.
Police learned Leung’s credit cards had been
used during the period of his disappearance.
According to Buckhout, Tran was originally
called in as a witness on Feb. 8 and while he was
there, he was arrested on suspicion of murder.
"Judging from the blood found at Leung’s residence, it suggests that was where he was killed,"
said San Jose Police Sgt. Bob Beams. "It appears
his body was then transported to and dumped on
Riirchell Road."

Congressional auditors see
probe of former Clinton aid
WASHINGTON (AP)
Six
weeks after a memo surfaced
pointing to Hillary Rodham
Clinton as a key figure in the
White House travel office firings,
the U.S. attorney is being asked to
launch a criminal investigation of
whether a presidential aide lied
about the matter.
The General Accounting Office,
the investigative arm of Congress,
notified U.S. Attorney Eric Holder
that David Watkins may have made
false statements to GAO investigators in 1993 when he said the dismissals were prompted by an
accounting firm’s findings of mismanagement in the travel office.

IR’Aa
Audit found conflicts of interest 001,-4.100,
during Alexander’s tenure
P....

- When
WASHINGTON (Al
he was president of the t iiiversity
of Tennessee, Lamar Alexander
ran afoul of contract rules by: steering $100,000 of state work to a
political associate and a company
partly owned by his wife.
In an audit, the Tennessee state
comptroller concluded in 1992
that Alexander violated university
rules designed to avoid conflicts of
interest.
At issue: $35,400 in consulting
work that Alexander routed to his
former political lieutenant and
another $64,000 in business directed to an inn -restaurant partly
by his wife, Honey.
sander failed to tell the uni,it of his wife’s interest, about

God begins
nine-month
sentence
1. man
SAN RALAEL (.11’
who legally changed us name to
Ubiquitous Perpetuity God began
serving a nine-month sentence for
indecent exposure Wednesday.
God, 68, has been convicted 18
times for similar offenses since
1978.
His latest arrest came Oct. 26,
1995, when he exposed himself to
a woman waiting in line at a coffee
shop.
God said he acted so women
"could have some type of awareness of God," according to police
reports.
in Superior Court .ludge
Lynn O’Malley Taylor addressed
the defendant as !sir. God" at a
hearing Tuesday and sentenced
him to nine mmiths in Mario
County jail.
lie will be released to a residential mental health facility if one
agrees to iffhtlif hill), She

50 slimes
th $8,000, in the inn
and funneled the consulting
money through a third party in an
"attempt to avoid the appearance
t.’ the audit
of a potential
concluded.
Alexander said Wednesday he
could not continent in detail on
the audit, but said "it showed that
everything was in perfect Met."
The report is one of several
examples from Alexander’s past in
which the former Tennessee governor or his wife mixed business and
politics en route to becoming a
millionaire during his years of public service.
The candidate who offers himself as an outsider was part of many
an insider deal. Among them:

While governor, Alexander
earned nearly $620,000 by selling
newspaper stock he had obtained
for no investment other than brokering the sale of the paper.
In 1988, Mrs. Alexander paid
$10,000 for stock in a communications company her husband had
worked with before becoming university president
Whittle
Communications Inc. and a few
months later sold the stock back to
the
company’s founder for
$330,000.
In 1993, Alexander formed a
non-profit broadcast group that
raised $5.5 million and gave him
national exposure by airing his
own television show in the months
before he began his candidacy.

anti-student, anti-gay, anti-le:
With only six weeks left I
votes to be in, Yeager at
Campus Democrats Chu
scrambling to get as many st
voting as possible, Deffner
"Usually, the votes are in i
June," Yeager said. By June
year, there aren’t many stud
campus to approach to gel
With the deadline miav
March, there is more oppo
to get students’ attention.
According to a Smart
pamphlet, Yeager has a fou
plan focusing his camps
reform across the whole
education arena.
"Concern for higher ed
was the main reason (f
ning)," he said.
For college students, Yeag
he’d see to the education F
taking four or fewer year!,
fees from rising and increi
number of courses at corni
colleges; and for high si
safer campuses, more us
for "school-to-jobs progranr
college preparatory program
Yeager said he chose to n
because of term limits
endured by current seat t
and a seat opening up.
Yeager is vying for thi
District against three
Democrats: Mike Honda,
Cortese and Patricia M.
Roach.

-<-

Wednesday, the lawyer fur
Watkins called the GAO’s request
"outrageous" and said the agency
had "buckled to pressure from the
Republicans who have purely partisan political motives."
According to a copy of a 1993
which the
memo by Watkins
White House says was stored in
boxed-up files of his former
deputy Mrs. Clinton was behind
the purge of travel office employees.
"We ... knew that there would be
hell to pay if ... we failed" to
remove the travel office employees
"in conformity with the first lady’s
wishes," Watkins wrote in his

memo, which he said was
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Shawna Glynn, Etc. Editor

In high school. I became the proud recipient of my very own surfboard. I
had worked hard all summer long for my new custom made six foot, tri-fin.
Complete with wet suit and nylon booties. I was ready to hit the waves. All I
needed was a few lessons.
A good friend of mine, at the time, volunteered to pass on a bit of his
expertise. He was certainly no rookie when it came to surfing. In fact, if my
memory serves me right, he was good enough to enter surf competitions. I
trusted him. With my friend by my side. I could conquer this mission to learn.
With my friend by my side there was no need to worry of other surfers stealing
my waves.
I woke up early the morning of my first lesson. I suited up, grabbed my
board and waited anxiously for my friend to arrive. I resembled a kid with a
new toy. While I waited. I tried securing my bored to the surfboard rack connected to the back of my mountain bike.
Unfortunately, I discovered that the rack was on backwards. It took twenty
minutes to rig-it. To take it off and put it on right would steal precious surfing
moments.
When my friend finally arrived about three minutes late, we were ready to
begin our venture. We rode single file, stopping periodically to put my surfboard back on my bike rack.
The bike ride along the ocean was serene. What a terrific place to live. I
was happy, so very happy. In only moments I would be truly a part of nature. I
would be an offical "kelp head.’
We were more than half way to our destination when I realized my friend
had no surfboard. I rode up along side him and broke the bad news. Now we
would have to go all the way back.
"I can’t surf today. I cut my hand," he said. "I’ll sit on a rock nearby."
I said nothing. I suddenly felt sick to my stomach. I was terrified.
Once we arrived, my friend took a seat on a rock. He instructed me to get
In the water. I obeyed. I tip-toed through the shallow, ice cold water and once
It became deeper. I dropped the board, laid down on it and began to paddle
With my arms. Just exactly where I was going wasn’t very clear to me.
I could hear my friend’s voice in the distance, but not clearly enough to
bear him say, "Watch out, there’s a big wave behind you."
After coughing up salt water, catching my breath and readjusting myself on
the surfboard, I paddled back out. I floated on the board, waiting for the next
wave to come and throw me off my board again. I could still hear my friend in
the distance, but I decided to ignore him. Some help he turned out to be.
Suddenly. I noticed several little fin-like objects moving in my direction. I
Immediately freaked. "Shark!" I yelled. I began screaming as the fin-like
objects moved closer. I paddled as fast as I could toward the shore.
I wanted to leave my surfboard for Jaws, but the stupid thing was attached
to my leg by a long rubber leash. I kept paddling until the little fin-like objects
finally floated past me. Seaweed. Stupid seaweed.
I finally made my way to shore. My friend was quite amused and failed to
hold back his laughter. I certainly made a spectacle of myself. Words cannot
describe how I felt. My hands were frozen, my pride was broken and my surf
board was history. My first experience with my new surfboard became my last.
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ith new technologies making
Internet broadcasting a reality
for small budgets, the Internet
is becoming a medium holding great
potential to bring local voices to global
audiences.
KSJS 90.5 FM is leading the pack in
the race to go on-line, bringing 24
hours of audio and video broadcast to
the Internet, representing SJSU and the
South Bay to the globe.
"For the Latino, this is a great
opportunity to be able to broadcast all
over the world," said Tomas Ara, Radio
Aztlin music director. "We’ve had people (on-line) from Mexico and Brazil."
More people are visiting the station
via the Internet as the word gets out.
Some are "Iurkers," or those who listen
and watch, while others are on-screen
participants interacting with the station’s deejays.
"People are starting to come back
now," said KSJS deejay Mark "Aardvark"
Gibbons. "Half the time we can see people (on screen)."

Internet users can interact with KSJS
deejays to make music requests, converse or hang out digitally at the studio.
The station also has a Web page
(htip://www.ksjs.arg), providing e-mail
feedback capabilities, program listings
and video clips.
KSJS went on-line with its Web page
last summer. The page has been a starting point for the station, but with the
current Internet broadcasting technology, the station is breaking radio broadcasting ground allowing listeners into

the studio via the Internet.
"We are trying to bring radio to
an interactive point," said Joe Habib.
the station’s promotions director.
Radio /Wan claimed they are the
first program to broadcast Mexican
traditional and freestyle music live
over the Internet. For a show that
has always taken a community focus
providing the South Bay Latino
community with traditional and "Hi
NRG" dance music programming
the Internet broadcast can really
reflect the South Bay and project to
a larger community.
"It’s like MTV all over again," Ara
said, referring to the new medium. "I
feel we are pioneers."
The connection is two-way, using
software called "CU-SeeMe" from
Cornell University. The software is
free to the user and all that is needed to view and hear KSJS live is a
direct connection to the Internet.
The video comes from a camera
above the deejay’s
left shoulder in the
studio. The audio is
a simulcast routed
to the Internet
"reflector," which
can be connected to
(at IP
130.65.124.130) CUSeeMe software.
The necessity of
Internet access puts
a thorn in the side
of the Internet
broadcast. Relatively
few people have this
access. Although the
Web page can be
accessed with a Unix
account, the live
video and audio
feed cannot be
accessed without CU-SeeMe. People
without computers are left out altogether.
Ara is working to fix that. With
corporate donors, Ara wants to focus
CU-SeeMe on the community by
bringing the capability to interact
with KSJS to local high schools and
Boys Clubs.
The KSJS Web site was first
launched by Tom Vu, the station’s
on-line director. The Cu-SeeMe capability was organized by Vu and three

others. He said he is ha y where the
station is right now.
"From here, it’s a matter of training others to broaden and expand
it," Vu said.
Vu said he would like to increase
the content of the KSJS Web site to
make it more of a resource. He
would like it to become more "graphically intense" to attract savvy
Internet users, he said. With the CUSeeMe technology he wants to get
more SJSU people in front of the
camera.
"Getting people to warm up to
the camera was a little difficult at
first, but now nobody really complains," said Vu. "(The deejays) like
it. They embrace it."
"At first I thought it was a gizmo,"
said Carlos Diaz, KSJS chief announcer. "Now I think it is going to work."
Although the technology is fascinating, some deejays are reluctant.
"You’re live so you have to modify
your behavior," said Sharon Jennings,
head program director.
She said she worries the camera
will make radio more like television.
"Radio has always been a safe
medium, but it’s not so safe anymore," referring to the anonymity a
radio personality used to have in the
studio.

Abov..t: Noi even the most
basic of radio stations are
exempt from the technological advance that are bombarding our society.
"Aardvark," radio pi for KSJS
is being broadcast live over
the Internet on the KSJS Web
page.
Left: As KSJS jumps into the
fast lane on the information
superhighway, Di Mark
Gibbons, "Aardvark" as he
prefers to be called, is projected live onto KSJS’ Web
page.
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Layna Chianakas, left, and Sunjung Kim performed as Cherubino and Susanna in "The
Marriage of Figaro" at the Montgomery Theatre on Market St. and San Carlos during
the last dress rehersal on Thursday, Feb. 8. Cherubino has a series of half-baked crusln.
including one on Susanna who is to marry Figaro.
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plete misunderstanding. The
often an awake one.
Amadeus Mozart composed the flamboyant music master. He
played the part to perfection.
page boy is always the brunt of
Even though the seats are
score for "The Marriage of
The opera is about the char- their planning and is forced
cruel and a comb-over may
Figaro." Today, 210 years later,
138 E. Santa Clara St.
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Text by Dustin Sbekell
to do in Denver when
44Things
You’re Dead" is a stereotypical film that fits perfectly into
the rehashed gangster genre that is so
prominent in recent Hollywood history.
Almost all gangster movies have the
same ingredients. There are a few merciless gangsters and an overlord who dictates the actions of his subordinate gangsters. There is a main character, who
although a ruthless mobster, has the ability to elicit a favorable response from the
audience either because of his wit or the
fact that he is somewhat less criminal
than the other racketeers in the movie.
Finally, there is a touch of romance, so
In between the violent murders and
semi-comical bantering between the
gangsters one member of the mob can
be drawn between his love for a good
wholesome woman and his life of crime.
What separates a good gangster
movie from the rest is when a film can
take these jaded elements and still keep
the audience enthralled for the full hour
and 47 minutes, despite the fact that
most of the viewers know what to expect.
"Things to do in Denver when You’re
Dead" does just that, mixing a cast of
odd characters with a clever, dark
natured dialogue that makes this one of
the better films of this nature in quite
some time.
Jimmy the Saint (Andy Garcia), a former gangster who now runs a business in
Denver where dying people leave video
messages for their loved ones to watch
after they are deceased called "Afterlife
Advice," is the main rI aracter in the
story. The dramatic plra begins when
jimmy’s quadriplegir trainer boss

205.4KKAms
R TO 11

OSCAR NOM BET FOREKA F

(Christopher Walken) fOrces him to pull
off one last job. Sitting in his wheelchair,
surrounded by his henchmen, the crippled
boss explains that his son, Bernard, is going
crazy ever since his high school sweetheart,
Meg, left him for another man. Jimmy is
told to scare the new boyfriend before he
gets the chance to marry Meg.
What appears to be an easy job takes a
turn for the worst when the crew of
deviants jimmy assembles for the task
proves to be more than inadequate. After
botching the job in the worst way, jimmy
and his four cohorts are forced to find a
way out of Denver in an attempt to save
themselves of a methodically painful death
at the hands of a pitiless hitman.
What leads to jimmy’s downfall from
the beginning is his choice of crew members. The most inept of them all is known
as Critical Bill, because that is the condition most people end up in when he is
through with them. He is by far the most
insane member in this crew of misfits and
is said to have "piss, pesticide, and petroleum jelly running through his veins."
Another of the crew members is played by
Christopher Lloyd, the eternally stoned
cab-driver in the ’70s sitcom "Taxi," who is
a porn theater projectionist and whose
physical deformities and lack of common
sense lead to much of the mess.
Of course, true to form, in the mix of
all this chaos is a beautiful woman
(Gabrielle Anwar) who steals the heart iii
Jimmy the Saint, compounding his dirt in
ma when he is exiled from Denver. L’iriikr
the subplots common in many gangster
movies, the flow and development of the
main plot is not hindered in any way by the
developing relationship of these two char-

acters. In fact, what happens in the
relationship between these two is actually intriguing.
What makes this movie stand out
from the pack is its personality. Each
character has his or her idiosyncrasies
that add to the quirky nature of the
film. The writing is so quick-witted
that in every scene there is a line of
equally hard-hitting social significance
as "life is like a mustard burp, slightly
tangy then forgotten in the air."
"Things to do in Denver when
You’re Dead" is a very entertaining
mixture between "Forest Gump" and
"Goodfellas."
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Exploring
the
underwater
Canyon
Text by Russell Hall

Photos by Aaron Sow:if

Califiwnia is known by many who live here as a land
of natural beauty and landscape diversity. From
Death Valley to the Central Valley to the Sierras,
CalifOrnia differs in landscape from square mile to square
mile. It is a land of national parks, containing beauty treasured by those who witness it. It is a land protected by residents, visitors and preservationists alike.
National parks have been around since the early 1900s
and their grandeur has been relatively unchanged. The
Same cannot be said for our coastlines and offshore ecosystems. Offshore drilling and unregulated fish harvesting
over the years have played havoc on the beauty and productivity of our Pacific coastline.
A great move in stopping this degradation came in
1992 when Congress passed an act creating the Monterey
Ikty National Marine Sanctuary. This designation made any
kind of oil production or material dumping illegal from
the Gulf of the FaraMines to just south of San Simeon.
Marine life is rich throughout the sanctuary, but no
part is home to as many species as the 40 mile, crescentshaped coastline known as the Montere). Bay. The bay is a
Mecca for seals, sea otters, shorebirds, sardines, squid and
thousands of other species.
The topography itself, both above and below the water,
Is as diverse as the animals that live here. The area has
rugged, rocky seashores as well as sandy beaches; rocky
kelp forests as well as sandy seafloor.
"Nowhere in the world is there a place where the deep
sea is so close and accessible as the Monterey Bay," said
Alan Baldridge, a librarian at the Hopkins Marine Station
In Pacific Grove.
The Monterey Canyon is the closest-to-shore deep
ocean environment in the continental United States and
one of North America’s largest underwater canyons.

Countless numbers of deep sea species are
actually found a few hundred meters offshore.
Since its opening in 1984, the Monterey
Bay Aquarium’s stated mission, according to
Julie Packard, director of operations, was to
"exhibit and interpret Monterey Bay as a complete ecosystem, perhaps the richest on the
West Coast."
The idea of bringing the fascinating
underwater world to the public is credited to
Julie Packard’s sister Nancy Burnett, her husband Robin Burnett and fellow marine biologists Chuck Baxter and Steve Webster. They
came up with the concept of converting the
defunct Hoyden Cannery into an aquarium
that focused only on Monterey Bay.
It was the Packard team’s vision to create
an aquarium with hands-on exhibits and tanks
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Nowhere in the world
is there a place where
the deep sea is so close
and accessible as the
Monterey Bay.
Alan Bait/ridge
Librarian at Hopkins
Marine Station

99

I

that would give visitors a diver’s view of creatures of the sea.
The aquarium features everything from
phytoplankton to 14-foot sharks.
"Along with all the species of fish and
other sea creatures, we also feature nearly
WO species of sea birds and over 450 species
of algae, more than anywhere in the nation,"
said Senior Aquarist Andy Case.
As an aquarist, Case acts as a species collector, veterinarian and general problem
solver.
"There probably is not one thing I
haven’t done here. Every day is something
new," Case said.
The aquarium’s scientists and aqudi
make about one collecting trip a week. "We

Left: The Outer Bay
galleries, although
not open to the public until March of this
year, allowed select
members of the
Monterey Bay
Aquarium to be entitled to a sneak peek
at what the exibit has
to offer. This is the
main tank which contains Tuna, Sun Fish,
a Sea Turtle and a
Blue Shark as well
as some other fish
that are found in the
Monterey Bay
Sanctuary.
Below: Bat rays
have their own special exhibit where
visitors are invited to
touch the sea -goers
as they swim around
the tank. The
younger children
seem to enjoy the
slimy feel of the mysterious swimmers.

Continued on page 9
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Once Blue
Doesn’t
Delivey

t
a-.

Text by

Lindy Boisvert

d

Davin Singerson, president of EMI Records, must
have had one too many cocktails befbre stumbling into
the New York club where Once Blue was playing.
Intoxication is the only excuse he could have had for
offering this band a record deal on the spot. Luckily for
Once Blue, clubs in New York are easily accessible.
Otherwise they may have continued to go unnoticed
indefinitely.
Unfortunately, luck means little to anyone unless they
can deliver the goods. Once Blue’s self-titled, debut
album falls short of interesting listening. They may
evolve into a stronger presence, but fin- now, Once Blue
is very green.
Vocalist Rebecca Martin and acoustic guitarist Jesse
Harris have developed a style unique from today’s ubiquitous, alternative sounds. Because the album is primarily acoustic, it sounds like fOlk and soft rock. Original at
first, the folksy sound gets dreadfully repetitive. It
becomes almost impossible to stop yourself from moving
from track to track before listening to an entire song.
Martin’s voice is an eclectic mix of Eddie Brickel,
Cindy Lauper and Ricky Lee Jones. She has spent many
of her 26 years singing and song writing
No one is really an overnight success. There are generally years of practice behind the glamour of music
stardom. In Martin and Harris’s case, they were involved

Text by Russell Hall

Shoveljerk:

I
N
Unless you own a copy of the soundtrack to ..at.ona.
Lampoon’s Senior Trip, it is a good bet that you have
never heard of the Northwestern band by the name of
Shoveljerk.
Don’t let their place of residence be deceiving, they
are not another mediocre new grunge band to come on
the scene. They are mature artists and have been
around the musical block.
Shovel jerk emerged after the breakup of the eightmember, horn -driven, hard rock band, Black Happy.
Black Happy entered the Northwest scene in 1990
and went on to sell a combined 60,000 copies from two
albums, "Friendly Dog Salad" and "Peghead." Under
the Capricorn label, regional sales were only eclipsed by
Sinindgarden, Pearl Jam and Nirvana.
As the band members grew older, their ideas on
Musical direction began to differ. Paul Hemenway, the
lead singer 4nd main songwriter for Black Happy, was
beginning to create songs that were more explosive and
guitar-driven.
The four members who would go on to form
Shoveljerk were pleased with the new sound, but the
members wI made tip the horn sectiiin worried aim nit
l tit. The end result? The quartet split and
being 1d

8

February

in music for the better parts of their lives. Martin perfOrmed in her home state production of "Annie" and
did a lot of studio work. Eventually, she recorded
some of her own solo songs.
Harris was obsessed with buying records and tried
to play several instruments only to find they required
a great deal of practice. After a bout with the piano,
Harris decided to try the harmonica. He thought the
harmonica would consume very little of his time.
"It was a ridiculous concept," said Harris of his
attempt at the harmonica. ’You have to practice any
instrument."
Determined to become a rock musician. Harris
picked up the guitar and discovered that the more he
learned and the better he became and the more he
wanted to practice. Harris does all the acoustic guitar
playing on the album.
After a month of playing a steady stream of gigs
(opening for Lisa Loeb for the past two months),
Harris and nearly all of the band are beginning to get
tired. Playing until midnight and driving all night
would take its toll on even the sturdiest of people
(maybe that’s why the Rolling Stones look the way
they do). However, Martin, who is conscientious
enough to make daily exercise and a vegetarian diet
part of her daily regime, is seemingly well rested and

The latest
dirt

were signed by Capricorn Records to a multi-album
deal in February 1995.
Shoveljerk comprises guitarist/vocalist Paul
Hemenway and Grey Hjort, bassist Mark Hemenway
and drummer Zia Uddin.
Shoveljerk’s debut "Swarm" is now available.
’The entire band is very excited about bringing
their sound to the rest of the country," Uddin said.
Those people who give Shoveljerk a chance will be
pleasantly surprised. Their songs have a little bit of
everything and the (guitar) chords range from beautiful and peaceful to riveting and piercing.
Uddin likes to describe the band’s sound as hardedge rock with a little pop thrown in; hard-edge
because of its tempestuous bass guitar sound and poplike because of its toe-tapping beat. The listener is not
bombarded with an excess of screaming.
In spots, the lyrics resemble those of a Nirvanaclone band but the band claims they’re coming from a
different viewpoint.
"Paul’s lyrics are real positive. He comes from the
angle that we can make a change," Uddin said.
Paul Hemenway writes all of Shoveljerk’s songs and
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full of energy. Perhaps such energy inspires their
audiences.
According to both Harris and Martin, the audience is giving them a very positive response.
"It feels almost like a double bill sometimes,"
said Martin. it makes us really productive. There
is usually a full house by the time we are playing
and that is unusual fur the opening band."
The band has only been together for two years
and is already showing some tell-tale signs of success.
As a young band we are taking things as they
come. We do what’s best whenever an opportunity
comes our way and it’s usually last minute," Martin
said.
Once Blue did this album practically live with
very minimal overdubs.
"We fOcus on live performance and wanted our
album to reflect that," said Martin. "There are no
tricks."
They may have been wiser to do overdubs and
utilize the technology of the modern studio in
order to add dimension to the album. Once Blue
has a lot to learn, and this album shows it.

is always accepting input from his fellinv band
tnembers.
"We are a hand who enjoys to write,"
Uddin said.
The band and their manager, Scott Lewis,
are currently trying to book their act fin- the
road, and said they are very optimistic about
touring nationwide by late March.

Aquarium continued from page 7
usually make a shopping list. One day we are
collecting animal species while the next we
only need seaweed," Case said.
The Monterey Bay Aquarium also has had a
good track record on keeping animals healthy.
"It is a our job to keep a lot of animals
happy and we have healthy fish in general,"
Case said.
Keeping the health track record clean may
prove to be a more difficult task as the aquarium plans to open a new wing on March 2,
dedicated to specimens of the outer bay. A little less is known about the creatures who represent this zone and a majority of the animals
have never been held in captivity in any aquarium in the world.
The one million-gallon tank will be the
showcase of the Outer Bay Galleries and will
feature yellowfin tuna, California barracuda,
blue sharks, a green sea turtle and ocean sunfish up to seven feet long.
To collect the species which call the
Monterey Canyon home, the Monterey Bay
Aquarium is relying on its sister institute, the
The two-story sea otter exhibit was a favorite for most visitors, especially around feeding time. Students from a
local elementary school were
lucky enough to have a field
trip scheduled on this particular Saturday as Roscoe, the
largest otter, swims by for the
little on-lookers.

Research Institute at Moss Landing.
The Monterey Bay Aquarium Research
Institute (MBAR!) was established by David
Packard in 1987 for the purpose of exploring
the canyon. MBARI I/SC% remotely operated
t and photograph life
vehicles (ROVs) to
more than 1,000 meters below the surface.
They even have the technology to broadcast
live to the aquarium several times a week.
"There are species thousands of feet below
the surface unknown to man. If MRARI finds
them they will be featured in our new deep sea
exhibit," Case said. "Researchers and scientists
exploring the Monterey Bay are intent on educating themselves and others, but always keep
in mind the preservation of tlit ,,
Preservation is the main gt tat oi esi.ildi
ing the sanctuary but it does not mean t
public can’t use it. The bay itself is very at essible and there are many boats available for
charter fishing trips and whale watching tours.
Far more infOrmation call the Monterey Bay
Aquarium at (408) 648-4800

For a good time
call 297-TOGO
The rater, rig authority.
336 E.William at Eighth Sc. 297-TOGO
--Thr Ivry fin( and Invnal X;O’s"
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Text by Michael Barton
In a series dedicated to "the
dignity of working people,"
SJSU’s Steinbeck Research
Center presents three days of celebration and education at the
Monterey Bay Aquarium.
The weekend symposium is
co-sponsored by the Cannery
Row Foundation and the
Monterey Bay Aquarium. It is
part of a year dedicated to
Steinbeck, humans and ecological diversity of the Monterey Bay,
titled "Steinbeck’s Legacy: In the
souls of the pet pie."
The Symposium starts Friday,
Feb. 16 at 4:30 p.m, with wine
tasting on Cannery Row in
Monterey. The weekend’s events
include lectures, entertainment
and tours. The events focus on
Steinbeck and multi-ethnic
Cannery Row.
Sandy Lydon, a Cabrillo
College historian, will present
"Faces in the Waves: The People
and Cultures of Cannery Row."
This slide-illustrated overview of
human and et olt Oral diversity
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kicks off Saturday’s
events. Other presenters
include Steve Arvizue,
California State
University, Monterey Bay
executive vice president;
Vista College’s Charles
Wollenberg with
"Dorothea Lange’s WWII
Photographs;" and fisheries biologist Gary
Sharp, among others.
The symposium is
Partly presented by
MSC’s Department of
Theater Arts, English,
School of Music and Art

and Design. The series is dedicated to Steinbeck, the people
and their struggles including
labor history and ethnic diversity.
it (labor) is very central to
a lot of Steinbeck’s politics,"
said Dr. David Kahn, director
of theater arts at SJSU.
The Steinbeck theme and
issues will be incorporated into
the semester’s instruction in
the departments involved in
the project. Students will
relate the Steinbeck-related
readings to the work they are
studying and presenting.
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Feb. 16 - 18

Feb.,. 15

"Working Days on Cannery Row: A Symposium," co-sponsored by the Cannery
Row Foundation, will feature lectures, tours‘
and entertainment focusing on multiethnic
Cannery Row at the Monterey Bay Aquarium in
Monterey. For more information, call Center:
InfoLine at 924-4588.

The African-American Shakespeare Company
will present for Black Histdry Month a contemporary version of Shakespeare’s "The Taming of the
Shrew," at The Next Stage Theater (1668 Bush
St.) in San Francisco. For ticket information call
BASS outlets at (510) 762-BASS.

Feb. 19 - 21

Feb. 16
The world acclaimed Hubbard Street
Dance Chicago will perform ’atthe Safi
Jose Center for the Performing Arts (255
Almaden Blvd). Showtime is 8 par-.~-aqd
tickets range from $15-$50 and are avelkable at ticket outlets or the $en Jose
Cleveland Ballet box officfy. Fr more information, call 288-2800.

The Internet Expo ’and Web World
Network World Unplugged. View over 300
exhibits from the industry leaders. Receive
valuable advise and experience live, handson demonstrations of the latest and hottest
technologies. The Expo will be held at the
San Jose Convention Center. For
re
information, call 470-3880.

/

Feb. 17
Broun Fellinis plus Special guests Alphab
Soup will play at the Catalyst (1011,PacifiC-\,_
Ave.) in Santa Cruz. The show begins a t 9:S0.
Advance tickets are $6, or $7.50 at the doo

se/webchat.html
people keep talking
of them, but this
t.

20

--A teefure called "Art and the Environment" by
Nancy 0’ Banion will be held in Art bldg.133 at S’.30
p.m., followed by a reception in Gallery I (SJ$0).
For more information, call 924-4327.

http:
//www.srl.org/
Survival
Research Laboratories.
Enough said. From
pyrotechnics to robo-techniques, these folks bring
out the Transformer in all
of us. With MPEGs to
prove it.

http//www.iuma.com/
The Internet Underground
Music Archive is a one-step shop
for independent music surfing.
Browse all genres of music and even
download sound and video clips to
preview the bands making music
today.

http://www.kaj
Here’s a chat
about. There’s thousa
one is worth c
kin
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http://www.vtw.org
The Voters elecomm
Watch has b
a hot spot
of the passing
through each
ions bill which
of the telecot u
turned W- .
ck last week.
Find out w
a government
has in store for you because
the debate is sure to
heat up.
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cTo protect,
serve and
show no
mercy
police officers. They say they’re here to protect and serve,
give directions, help people cross the street and write the
occasional warning instead of a ticket.
But no matter what THEY say, I’ll go to my grave believing
that the real reason THEY are here is to remind us that even if
our parents have long ago stopped babysitting us, THEY still
have an eye on us.
They say the same things parents say. They act the same
way. They can put the fear of God into you. And the more you
whine and cry when they pull yom over, the more they want to
give you something to cry about.
Don’t get me wrong. I’ve had my share of good luck when
it comes to police officers. I’ve talked my way out of tickets that
would have cost me the equivalent of two months of groceries .
and heat. I’ve been pulled over for speeding late at night, only
to have an officer take pity on me upon seeing how tired I was,
and offer to follow me to make sure I get home OK."
Wise up, people. Those days are gone.
After years of hearing excuses, police are now being trained
to whip out the ticket pad any time they get people who bat
their eyelashes, cry or talk about their sick friend, relative, etc.
Their new motto: to protect, serve and show no mercy.
I noticed this change just before the semester started.
One day I waved and smiled to an officer on my way to
school, only to have him growl back (guess he didn’t want to
ruin his image.) I’d see officers at Togo’s and try to engage
them in friendly conversation, only to have them look at me as
If to say: "Oh, you’re just one of those civilians. "
Perhaps they found out I’m a journalist. Perhaps they drew
my license number in some kind of lottery. Whatever the reason, I have received inure tickets in the last few weeks than I
have in my whole life. Usually I’m a sucker for a man in uniform (my boyfriend is even studying to be an officer). But lately I wish they’d just leave me alone.
It’s a long and twisted story. But what it basically boils down
to is that I paid my fees last year without realizing my car was
listed as salvaged. I had to go through some hoops to get it
cleared up, and now rill just waiting for the Department of
Motor Vehicles to mail me my current license tabs.
In the meantime, I’ve been elevated to the status of "Public
Enemy Number One" for having a red sticker on my plate
Instead of a white or green one.
Other drivers glare at me. Cops who pull me over lecture
me until they hear toy whole story, and then they understand.
But my car is left defenseless while I’m at school.
I receive these $60 parking tickets on such a consistent
basis that I’m starting to believe the DMV and the San Jose
Police Department are working together. I can easily imagine
someone from the DMV calling the city and saying: "HA! We
got one for ya’. This one won’t have her tabs for two weeks. Go
get her."
I’m not too worried about the tickets; I’ve been told I can
have them signed off when 1 do finally get my tabs.
I just think it’s ironic that I could be dying on the side of
the road and no officers would be in sight. I could call 911 and
probably be put on hold. But the one time I don’t need them,
they spot me everywhere I go.

osccoviciS
Aries
(Match 21 -April 19): Ad,
you’re a loner by nature. but lately
you want company and lots of it.
Friends always seem to come
around when you’re in need, so
loneliness is only temporary.

4*
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Taurus
(April 20- May 20): Lately you’ve been agitated and your not
exactly sure why. As a matter of fact, some might argue that
you’re grumpy. Your mood is starting to offend those close to
you, so at least warn people before you bark at them.
Gemini
(May 21 -June 20): When was the last time you took time out
for yourself? Don’t you think it’s about time? Give yourself
some space, you will be happy you did it in the days to follow.
Cancer
(June 21 -July 22): It seems every time you try to help a
friend you find yourself later rejected. It’s those you share
unconditional love with who are worth the efforts. Sort
through the masses and hand pick those who are genuine.
Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22): Right now is a great time to take up a hobby.
You’re busy as usual, but a hobby could certainly break up your mundane lifestyle. Try to choose something you’ve never done before.
Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): People are pulling you from all directions and
normally you can tolerate it. Lately, however, your annoyed. Try to
take a lot of long, deep breaths to prevent yourself from exploding.
Libra
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A former lover has been thinking about
calling you, so don’t be surprised if it happens. This ex-lover
needs closure. You never know, it might even be closure for you.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You’ve been working really hard these last couple
of weeks and don’t think you’re not being recognized for it. People are
talking about you behind your back, but everything said is good.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 2)): If you see a penny lying on the ground,
don’t pick it up. You’ve been too consumed by money problems
and your financial luck waiting around the corner might back
fire. See a penny, pick it up, all day long you’ll have bad luck.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19): This semester will prove protnising.
You’re the hot shot in all your classes and everyone knows it.
Tests, quizzes and research papers are of little challenge.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Birthday blues may have you feeling
down. They’re not like they used to be when you were a
child. However, everyday will seem like a birthday this week.
Friends and family will pamper you like never before.
Picea
(Feb. I9-March 20): Financial problems, relationship problems,
housing problems. You keep asking yourself, "When will it ever
stop?" Well, dear fish it won’t ease up until March. It’s tough, but
hang in there. Do yourself a favor, refrain from dangerous activities.
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GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION!
Tomorrow!
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Special Radio Event -6:00-7:30

P.M.

Meet the Morning Team - Lamont & Tonelli

ENTER TO WIN ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE FOR 2!

(Details at theatres - no purchases necessary)
One Movie for Two People, Every Week for a Year PLUS104 Light Rail Adult Day Passes’
Take light rail to the new UA Pavilion 8. ’Daily service extended to 1:00A.M. to accommodate moviegoers.

FREE MOVIE DAYS -

Last Day, Thursday, February 15th!

Call Theatre for Titles and Showtimes.

MAXIMUM COMFORT
3.400 Seats in
Magnificent Auditoriums
Comfortable Rocker Chairs with
Cupholder Armrests
Plenty of Leg Room

CONVENIENCE &
ACCESSIBILITY
Lobbies, Restrooms & Concession
Stands on All Three Levels
Two Box Offices
Escalators & Elevator to
Upper Levels
ADA Accessibility
Assisted Listening
Devices for the )
Hearing Impaired’
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